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We need for the Senate to provide voted-upon sense of 
the Senate feedback regularly

• Senate rarely formally weighs in on issues
• Two resolutions this year

• This is despite a largely successful shift to discussion over presentation in Senate meetings, 
where many good ideas are heard

• This has consequences
• Decreased relevance of Senate for shared governance, as we heard last month

• Decreased perceived value of presenting to Senate or receiving Senate feedback from 
administration

• Decreased engagement of Senators on issues, with focus on “updates” rather than 
“consultation”



Proposed process for Senate to regularly respond to 
topics discussed in meetings

1. UFC identifies issues Senate will make formal statements on

2. Capture key threads in comments from Senators during meeting

3. Two weeks of time for Senators to make comments via website

4. UFC distills comments to a series of sense of the Senate statements, which are 
distributed with next agenda

5. At next Senate meeting statements are presented, debated (with opportunity 
for amendment), and voted upon

6. Communicate statements back to presenting individual or group, sometimes 
with requested follow up 



Regular process and frequent feedback could increase 
influence of Senate views

• One month turnaround for voted-upon sense of the Senate feedback.

• Time for Senators to consult with constituent groups on issue before submitting 
comments and before debating and voting on statements. 

• Opportunity for increased engagement of Senators with Senate and with their 
constituents.

• More time per issue (spread over two meetings), so likely fewer topics. 

• Does not replace Resolutions, Committee reports, or any other mechanism for 
the Senate to weigh in. Does not represent the totality of Senate feedback. 

• Potential for increased Senate influence due to timing and seriousness of voted-
upon feedback. 



Pilot

• We propose to pilot this process for the Social Sciences review we just heard 
about

• Information on website for submitting additional comments will be sent this 
week.

• Draft sense of the Senate statements will be available with next agenda

• We will debate and vote on those statements at the May meeting

• We will ask for feedback on this process after the pilot.

• If there is broad support, we will introduce a Resolution in the Fall to make this 
process a formal mechanism for sense of the Senate feedback. 



Questions?


